Joe Davies / AMONG OTHER THINGS,
DESMOND RICE

I start here with my boy in the park intentional ly banging his head
on the edge of the sandbox, a habit he's developed: he leans
forward, knocks his head several times before I can stop him ; not
hard, but hard enough to leave a mark and set him wailin g. I've no
idea why he does this or where the impulse comes from. (Has some
fundament al comfort been denied him in his first fifteen months?)
I've read this behaviour is not altogether uncommon and should
pass shortly, sti ll it's hard to watch. For now the best I can do is
intervene physically, pick him up and try to soothe him. If I see him
start and make the mistake of callin g out: Don't! it only seems to
intensify his desire to bang away. And yet sometimes I do wait; I
imagine to see if his reckon ing of pain has grown larger than his
drive to behave this way. Someday I know he'll stop. Soon wou ld be
good.
At thirty-nine I am old. (Du ll thing to say.) The whee ls of fashion roll
over and spit a vers ion of my younger self into the street, and there
he is, strutting past me, smug, confident, gliding unrestraine d in
tight plaid pan ts (29" waist), blissfully ignorant of the dust and
mildew and flaking paint settling on junk accumulati ng in some
future basement (my basement) begging to be sorted through and
thrown out. Freshness walking past, mocking me.
Thirty-nine . Not o ld.
Just two days before my birthday I had a night to prowl. My wife had
our children up to her fo lks for an overnight. I was at work until ten
or e leven but after made it out to a bar and ran into a fr iend. It
wou ld have been fine to be on my own (I like to sit and drink and see
what I can see) but this was good. I sometimes lose sense of scale on
my own. The measure of another person, having to talk se nse, this

helps, can stop me from tumbling into my own delusions or glancing
at someone longer than I should.
I don't remember much of what we talked about, what we said. I
expect we caught up. I forget. I am incapable of drinking like I used
to. The big head arrives before I even leave the bar, a mere three
drinks all I can do. On the sidewalk outside, cool fresh air and chalk
drawings strung out along the pavement all down the street.
Several messages are waiting on the answering machine when I get
home.
First the basement. I'll tell you about the basement because that's
where I am now, surrounded, the walls and shelves, the floor,
cluttered almost to the brink of suffocation. Dehumidifier banging
away, obscured by a stack of boxes, most of them open and spilling
over with old clothes, winter clothes, old toys, wrapping paper and
god knows what. The crusty smell of basement prevails.
Our work table piled high with things that have come down here
because there just isn't anywhere else to put them and for some
reason they can't go straight into the garbage or elsewhere, not
without some ritual questioning and classification of their value,
useful, sentimental, otherwise. A task neither my wife nor I ever seem
to get to, the mountain of junk threatening to collapse rendering the
basement entirely unnavigable. An old magnifying glass, a half
finished papier mache fish, an old clementine box mostly empty
except for the soldering set that won't fit on the shelf with the other
tools and the paint and the paint thinner and used batteries that we
know (for some reason) are not to be thrown out with the regular
garbage and so we save them, there being some particular place to
take them but we never do. One musty old box with all super-8
movies, family Christmases mostly, a few summer vacations, two or
three drag races my father went to, almost all of it from before I was
born so why I have them I don't know. And god, there is paper just
everywhere down here. Books, vinyl records, old essays, stacks of
them, computer texts and on and on. I haven't touched on half ofit.
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The phone messages.
When I got home, when I stepped in at two-thirty in the morning
with my big head I busied myself, got my boots off, hung up my coat,
brushed my teeth, all that, prepared myself Lo dive straight into bed
and sleep undisturb ed till early afternoon if I wanted (luscious) , and
it was then,just as I was guzzling down my second precautio nary glass
of water, it was then I noticed the flashing number on the answering
machine. Seven messages it said. The first: the classic empty space of
no message of any kind, faint white noise. Second: the library calling
to say some books were in. The third: my wife and kids calling to say
good night and all was well except for a tumble one of my sons had
and now wore a scrape the length of his nose, apart from that hugs,
kisses, sweet dreams and good night. Then the last four messages, all
from the same person who never identified herself. (Approxi mated
here almost solely for their entertain ment value.)
Message #1: Uh, we're down here now, like you said. Unwin
Ave., I'm looking right at the sign now and there's no one here.
It's almost dark. Yeah, no one's here yet. Desmond 's gone all
the way to the end, down by that power plant place and we just
don't see ... I sure hope you weren't. ... Anyway. Ring me on
my cell when you get this. You have the number. Pretty desolate
down here, man. Talk to you.
Message #2: Hi. It's me again. I'm wonderin g if you told us the
wrong day, cause there isn't anybody here. It's complete ly dark
now. Hope you're not pulling my leg, buddy. Hope you're not.
Better be a reason for this. Bye.
Message #3: Do you have any fucken idea how hard it is to get
out of this place? Desmond and me are ... Tell him Desmond .
Tell him what we are ... (From the backgrou nd, a man's voice
shouts: "We're pissed.") That's right Donny, we're pissed and
Desmond 's bottle ofjaegerm eister's almost empty. And when
that's gone
that. When
that's
that's gone
... I don't know what. Fucken drag races. Good one Donny.
Good one. If I find out ... Hey! Desmond ! Wait up! Not that
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way, buddy! Stick to the road! Oh crap. Wait up. I've gotta find
a bush, asshole. So yeah ... Later, Donny. Better be good.
Message #4: Not only is this the last time I ever listen to you, it's
the last time I ever talk to you. And you can find someone else
to fool around with too if this your idea of a joke. If this is ....
Aw, man. And I was gonna be so good. I was ... I had this all
worked out. I had a plan . . . I was gonna come here
... Get some money together ... Get my shit together. ... And
all this has nothing to do with nothing, so why am I fucken
telling you ... Oh my GOD! Desmond! DESMOND! Desmond's
just disappeared. Oh, shit, buddy! Hang on! I'm right here! I'm
right here! Look Desmond. Look! Here's the wall! Can you make
it to the wall? I think . . . (End.)

*
I haven't much to add here about these messages. Not the messages
on their own. I'll tell you I listened to them a few times and it never
became any clearer to me what happened exactly. I listened, then
erased (a beautiful thing about phone messages, no tangible clutter).
I didn't call anyone, though I might have or ought to have (my wife
mentioned this). And then there was this: while describing these
messages to my wife the next day I happened to conjure for myself
an image of these two stumbling around in the dark, every bit as
dense and aimless as I once was (my wife saying: ah yes, the sweet old
you), and all summer long this image must have stuck with me; as
sunny day replaced sunny day at the park, and rainy afternoons
turned into shopping expeditions at the supermarket in the evening,
and my daughter developed a penchant for throwing tantrums which
we dearly hoped might subside as kindergarten loomed nearer,
always, somewhere at the back, lurking behind all the other errata of
daily life, this loose image of two untethered fools fumbling in the
dark. (I mention here as well, in the event it isn't obvious, my name
is not Donny.)
One of the dizzying aspects of parenthood, a form of exhaustion that
sometimes approximates spells of senility ( three children under the
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age of five): I look in the mirror and see I need to shave and in a
flash feel myself become angry as it seems I have just done th is and
now the whiskers are suddenly quite long once again and it doesn't
feel as if several days have passed, and then, in the time it takes to
toss a coin, I am instead caught up admiring the peppering of grey
here and there, and not for the first time. All this accompani ed by
feelings of light-heade dness, the screws coming loose.
And it happened as well that I found myself in the basement one
morning having slept there without any real recollection of having
gone down in the middle of the night as I must have. (An old green
coat for a blanket, old pants rolled up for a pillow.) What happened
to you? said my wife the next morning. I said I guessed I must have
come down because it was cooler. This happened once. Another
time I woke up thirsty in the middle of the night and wound up
poking around in the basement still half-asleep. It was then I
unearthed the box of old movies and without really thinking began
to unreel one, looking at the frames against the naked bulb hung
from the ceiling next to my head. Before I knew what I was doing I
had nearly the whole reel uncoiled at my feet.
One of many things down here in the basement I forgot about: a pen
and ink drawing of a French Cathedral that an old boyfriend of my
sister's did. Long out of the picture this boyfriend, never met him.
It's tacked up on the wall now and still I wonder how it is he came to
send it to me.
So much stuff down here. (So much crap!) A broken clock, cold
weather boots we never wear, the rear seat from our minivan. (I'm
only making things worse poking around.) At my feet my dad's
album of Sinatra movie hits (which I really do want to listen to
sometime, ifl ever get my turntable hooked up again; it's down here
somewhere as well). In my hands my old pants. I'm looking for the
place where the bum's sewn up, ripped them climbing over a fence
on a hot summer night and got myself impaled (was stuck up there
for a minute or so before falling off). Probably shou ld have got
stitches but never did. Things still don't feel right. If I really wanted I
could throw them away, these pants. I probably should. I'm
hoarding, hanging on, I know.
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It has been hot even down here.
Hot enough as summers go. Hot enough certainly to make the
basement an attractive place to sleep. Hot enough that the
playground around the corner with the large planetree over the
sandbox became a favourite place, the sand cool between our toes,
my two sons', my daughter's, mine. Nice enough to be in the park
that my daughter often refused to leave, sparking confrontation of
one kind or another and once or twice had to be carried kicking and
screaming over my shoulder. And with the ending of summer
everyone is off once again; all go away but me. My children once
more to their grandparents, my wife to a weekend retreat at a cottage
with some high school friends, leaving me alone.

*
I go for a drink after work.
I stand at the bar, squint my eyes, see the hazy figure of my
younger self also out for the night. (And how I did this so many
times. Blah, blah.) As I rest my chin on my hand and stare and order
my second beer, sensations creep up on me, quaint old feelings,
sensations I'd be happy enough to discard if they weren't still such a
good fit now and then (compared to old pants): standing with my
back to the wall, looking on, doing nothing while anticipation grows
stale. Looking and waiting for I don't know what.
And someone drops a drink, glass shatters, spreads across the
mottled floor. People pushing past. Side-stepping the mess, the place
close and loud, the aroma rich with people and booze and the
abandon of Saturday night all thrown in one. Someone I recognize
slumps onto a stool nearby and doesn't see me, and I say nothing.
From two steps back I watch as I tumble down an old well, the
splash at the bottom: ain't it too bad. Ain't it too bad how I never got
up to much. (How I never did.) Stand around, something undone.
Something I didn't do. (All so vague, I know.) And I stand like this,
having a drink and I watch. How I want something to look at and
want to be seen, and I keep to myself as always; and the beer tastes
good, especially cold like this. Goes down fast.
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The crowd moves around, so many brushes on a canvas.
Someon e laughs, two more nudge their way to the bar, leaning close,
having to make an effort to hear each other above the din.
(Beautif ul women, pretty boys, stay close and let me look.)
In the shadows , as I pull on my beer, tugging at my thought s,
sweet dreams for my children , wonderi ng which ways they'll take
after me, hoping they never find it in them to live so vicariou sly as
this.
Across the bar a pair of eyes meet mine and I look away. None of
that. One more drink I tell myself, one more and I'll go home.
One day early this last summer my daughte r and I sat on our front
porch and painted brown ceramic pots, the kind you put plants in. It
was raining, thunder ing at times and we sat there quietly painting ,
the rain coming straight down not more than a couple of feet away.
We were using water colours and the porous quality of the pots
seemed to draw all the colour from what we did, leaving pale streaks
no brighter than black board chalk.
These pots are down here in the baseme nt now as well. Upstairs
they'd only get broken. Nothing safe from the explorin g hands of my
boys.
The day we painted them my daughte r asked: What will we put in
them? I said I didn't know and why don't we wait until we think of
somethi ng good (always waiting) ; in a huff my daughte r suggests her
brothers .
Later there is a fight over somethi ng or other (as happene d so often this summer ) and the TV, tl1e giant pacifier of the house, goes on.
One more drink would have been plenty. There were perhaps two or
three more I think, enough to flatten the muddle of my thought s
like a bug. Delusio n crept in and all too soon I was king, bestowin g
knowing glances on one and all, churnin g a roomful of contesta ble
impressi ons: a warm smile and missing teeth, white arms and pale
blue tattoos (and eyes meeting mine) and five o'clock shadow and a
pale princess of a girl with dark lined eyes looking over her shoulde r
at her beau and sticking her tongue out at him. A movie on the
televisio n above the bar, a younger Jimmy Stewart. Three young men
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(boys really) scoping the place, looking for something or someone
(or nothing at all), wandering back and forth, hair jelled into soft
spikes, something sad and weary and void shifting about with them.
Here and there thin strings of Christmas lights criss-crossing the walls
and along the top a row of empty Jaegermeister bottles, and finally,
somewhere in the middle of it all, finding the sense to let myself go
and stepping outside, bumping into someone, physically bumping
into them, surprised by this, by my sudden spatial stupidity,
pretending I'm not.
It's raining outside, chalk drawings slowly washing across the
sidewalk into the road, the colours blending, cars shushing past. Up
ahead I see the lights of the all-nighter and figure I must be hungry
and duck in, take a booth near the back, order a banquet burger,
fries, gravy, and though I'm sure I don't need it, a coke. Halfway
through a group of three takes the booth behind me.
(In the mail recently, a package from the east coast with my greatgrandfather's medals from his years as a Free Mason. The dates on
the medals: 1889, 1894, 1895, 1902. The dates stop here. Also down
here in the basement, from the other side of the family: my grandfather's uniform from the first world war. Should be mothballs in
with that. Not something I think of when I'm out, getting mothballs.)
The three men in the booth behind me are quick and funny. (Before
I know what I am thinking I wish I was them). They' re noisy and
spend the time waiting for their food talking about how one of them
is going to get something back to one of the others,joking and
figuring out how and when they might cross paths again, and the
something being something like a book or a CD or perhaps a movie
script. (Yes, that was it.) And one of the three has a radio voice and a
way of talking that draws you to listen even though he's only making
fun of something he read somewhere in a magazine, something
some politician said. "Original experience," he repeats more than
once in his radio voice and the others laugh and eat their omelettes;
and a little later, responding to the biblical proportion of something
someone else has said, one of them quips "Beware false prophets" to
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which one of the others adds "Ah, but most of all, beware the
reporting of false profits" and they all laugh (and I want to be them;
I want to be light; and why this is important, why any of this is
important, I don't know but it is).
And it happens that we all stand and move to the cash register at
the same time and a few minutes later are out in the street, huddled
under the same awning, hiding from the rain, waiting for the same
streetcar, rows of polished shoes in the window behind us, waiting to
be bought. More stuff. What else.
Trudging through the rain, splashing towards us, a couple of
soldiers, their collars turned up around their ears, shoulders
hunched, hands crammed in green pockets. They are just passing
when someone behind me calls out "Desmond!" and one of the
soldiers stops.
"Desmond Rice?" says the same voice behind me (one of the men
from the restaurant).
''Yeah?"
"It's Evan, from Coxwell."
"Hey."
"How's it going'?"
''Yeah. AJI right."
"What's this? New career?"
"Oh well, yeah. Yeah."
"And this?" A hand reaches out and points to the side of
Desmond's face where a purple scar runs from top to bottom and
out across one eye. And though it isn't immediately obvious this
Desmond is drunk as anything, says nothing.
"I was just thinking about you the other day."
''Yeah?"
"Found this old program from school, from a play we did in
grade four. There was your name ... Desmond Rice ... as the Cow.
Whaddaya know. I'm sure no Jack ever sold so fine a cow for such a
sorry handful of beans."
"Handful of beans," says Desmond, smiling.
"Still play ball?"
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At this Desmond shrugs his shoulders, looks behind him to see
that his companion, the other soldier, is still there. On Desmond's
chest I can see the name 'Rice' stitched above his pocket.
"What'd you do? Here?" and a hand is pointing once again at the
scar.
"We'd better get a move on, private" the other soldier says.
"Gotta go," says Desmond. "We're going overseas." And he tips
his head as if overseas is a bar just up the street and around the
comer.
"Okay. Bye then."
''Yeah, bye."
When they are out of earshot the man behind me speaks up. It's
the man with the radio voice: "Used to play together all the time.
Lived right across the street. He came camping with us once and had
the good fortune to nearly break his arm falling out of a tree. Scared
the shit out ofmy parents."
"Haven ' t seen him in a while?"
"No. Not in years. Used to run into him all the time. A while
back. What a strange way to go."
"Not what you would have pictured?"
"Nope. Not at all."
By the time the streetcar shows, my feet are soaked. I slump onto one
of those seats at the back and close my eyes and to my surprise
everything starts to spin. I sit up and try to look through the steamed
windows out into the night. Blocks of light shift past and my image
from before, the one I concocted from the phone messages, this
drops in my lap. Without realizing much what I am doing, I bring the
two Desmonds together as one. (Takes me a while sometimes. My
wife can tell you.) The whole ride home I chase my tail, I circle
round and round trying to figure where it comes from: my romantic
notion of blundering blind drunk through the dark. And tired old
me, also replaying somewhere in the background, a deep smooth
voice saying over and over: Original experience. As if somehow any
of this ought to fit together. Oh Lord, spare me. More junk. Thin as
air.Junk.
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On Lhe floor not far away, next to the wall (covered with flaking
white paint), a blue balloon with an elastic attached at one end so
you can punch it and it comes back at you so you can punch it again.
Came in a loot bag from a birthday party my daughter went to a
couple of weeks ago. The perfect loot for her, a tireless sparring
partner. Like all sorts of things it's down here so her brothers won't
get hold of it; unused and pretty much forgotten.
I'm thinking how I hate it down here just now. (And how this is
not entirely true.) I'm thinking how I'm beyond tired. How things
accumulate with little hope of my sorting them, tired of the way
things pile up. And equally scared in a dull sort of way, wondering
what happens if suddenly all was neat and tidy and ordered. What
then?
Thirty nine. Not old.
Strangely for me this does not end here in the basement. Neither
with the troubling realization that I have no difficulty imagining why
my son bangs his head. I encl with something else: the expression on
my little girl's face as she loses her grip on a balloon, a different
balloon, this one filled with helium, and startled, watching it at first,
having just slipped through her fingers, watching it rise into to the
sky with that brief and false hope that this can somehow be righted,
only to be followed by the full and damning comprehension that
what was precious is now gone, transient and gone; and her brave
expression minutes later as life begins anew, this time with only the
memory of a helium balloon.
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